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Code-Genie License Key PC/Windows

Code-Genie is a Windows based text
editing solution that makes it possible
to switch between binary and
hexadecimal views, whether you want
to edit files with the hex editor or
examine binary files with the hex
editor for detailed debugging. As far
as text editing is concerned it comes
with an integrated set of features,
such as syntax highlighting for
popular languages like PHP, C++,
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HTML, JavaScript, CSS and Java.
The application also includes the
ability to locate the closing bracket or
pair of bracket without the need of
knowing how many times a bracket
opens or closes. Apart from text
editing the application provides a
binary editor that can switch to
hexadecimal view of the bytes.
Additionally, Code-Genie comes with
syntax highlighting support for Perl,
an useful library for regular
expressions. Some of the main
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features include: * Manage your
projects. Code-Genie comes with a
module to manage projects. *
Multiple documents. Multiple
documents is a great way to have a
project in two documents at the same
time. * Full OLE support * Integrated
hex editor * Multilingual. * Binary
and hex editing * Syntax highlighting
* Change case and Unicode (only in
VBScript) * Many more… Code-
Genie is a Windows based text
editing solution that makes it possible
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hexadecimal views, whether you want
to edit files with the hex editor or
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editor for detailed debugging. As far
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with an integrated set of features,
such as syntax highlighting for
popular languages like PHP, C++,
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knowing how many times a bracket
opens or closes. Apart from text
editing the application provides a
binary editor that can switch to
hexadecimal view of the bytes.
Additionally, Code-Genie comes with
syntax highlighting support for Perl,
an useful library for regular
expressions. Some of the main
features include: * Manage your
projects. Code-Genie comes with a
module to manage projects. *
Multiple documents. Multiple
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documents is a great way to have a
project in two documents at the same
time. * Full OLE support * Integrated
hex editor * Multilingual. * Binary
and hex editing * Syntax highlighting
* Change case and Unicode (only in
VBScript)
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Code-Genie Product Key Free

What's New In?

Code-Genie is a Notepad alternative.
It features a unique editor that has all
the features and options a real
Notepad replacement should have.
Code-Genie is a versatile and
powerful text editing solution for
programmers and web developers as
well as for the regular user that
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requires a more feature-rich Notepad
alternative. Apart from text editing
the application integrates a binary
editor that can switch to hexadecimal
view of the bytes. Although the text
editing functionality seems to have
nothing special the program packs a
powerful punch under the hood. It
features syntax highlighting support
for several languages such as C++,
PHP, HTML, CSS, Java, JavaScript,
Perl and VBScript. The abilities of
the application are extensive and
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include the possibility to assign
shortcuts to macros or snippets of
code, changing the case in a jiffy as
well as to find the closing pair of a
bracket without too much effort.
Additionally, it features support for
multiple documents, which allows
working on multiple projects at the
same time; this capability is suitable
for comparing two documents by
tiling them side by side. Moreover,
the application makes available a Perl-
compatible library for regular
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expressions that support modifiers for
extended functionality. An important
options is replacing Microsoft’s
Notepad application with Code-Genie
in order to have access to a more
extensive set of choices as far as text
editing is concerned. The auto-
complete function allows the user to
complete the project much faster as
the words and statements are
available for selection. Another way
to automate coding is via macros,
whose language can be VBScript or
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Jscript. For this feature the program
relies on Microsoft’s ScriptControl
utility. ... This is a list of all files in
the package code-
genie-2007-10-22-1602-30-08.zip
codec.doc NEWS.txt README.txt
res/icon16x16.png res/icon32x32.png
res/icon48x48.png res/icon72x72.png
res/icon96x96.png res/small.png
res/splash-screen.png res/te.jpg
res/te-128x128.png
res/te-160x160.png
res/te-200x200.png
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System Requirements For Code-Genie:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows
Vista, or Windows XP with Service
Pack 3 Windows 7, Windows Vista,
or Windows XP with Service Pack 3
RAM: 2GB 2GB Processor: Intel
i5-750 Intel i5-750 Graphics: Intel
HD4000 or Nvidia Geforce GT640
Intel HD4000 or Nvidia Geforce
GT640 DirectX: Version 11 Version
11 Storage: 30GB available space
30GB available space Network:
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Broadband Internet connection
Broadband Internet connection
Sound: Speakers, headphones
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